December 2015

Four Seasons

Self-Actualization

The best part about living in the Mediterranean is
that we have a warm, temperate climate, and that we
have four distinct seasons. Tropical locations have a lot
to offer. But Spain gives us spring, summer, autumn,
and winter. Already the tourists have departed our island
paradise, leaving only a few locals with whom we are
sharing long, empty beaches and nearly empty streets.
We haven’t broken out our warm clothes yet—when
that time arrives we will already be in Thailand. If you
are seeking your spiritual center, we truly hope to see
you there, soaking up the sun and discovering the
unique Buddhism that characterizes this lovely, loving
place. This is our first Geisha School in the Orient, so
we are preparing for a time of deep inner peace.

Another year has come and gone. The only thing that hasn’t
changed is you. No matter where you go or what you learn, you
can only change the masks and the facades in a life of continuous
monotony. If that simple truth is becoming apparent, we might
have something for you.
You were born to frolic and to live a life of absolute fulfillment.
Your true self lies silent and serene behind the game of your life.
The only way to awaken the watcher is to synchronize your actions
and perceptions with the sweet, wild thing that forms the core of
your being.
We are here for exactly that. If you view Sage University as a
place to learn business, you are halfway there. When you
recognize our freedom, then you will see the unspoken,
unspeakable nature of being who you really are.
The first time you take Self-Actualization, you will experience
Satori—temporary enlightenment that transcends all memories and
reflections. By attending annually you will begin to live your
highest and best in every situation.

Communication

Your life is a series of complex relationships. Your
communication is a series of simplistic commentaries.
You can see the problem.
Three demons haunt every life—misperception,
misunderstanding, and miscommunication. Actual life is a
deeply loving experience. The source of numb bitterness
in our lives comes from the tangled skein of words that
muddle our meanings.
That is why the next Monday Night Classes in January
and February are dedicated to the practice of feedback.
Our excellent trainer team will interview you, and then
show you how we apply clarity and accurate speech to
disentangle the quixotic notions that prevent us from
achieving harmonious cooperation with those we love.
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The Finest Team, Ever
The staff and faculty of Sage University are expanding
at a tremendous rate. Not only are we adding new courses
and topics—we are also building a team that operates with
great harmony and enthusiasm.
It is particularly gratifying to us that so many of our
players hail from countries all across the face of the globe.
Diaspora is a popular media word for markets created by
immigrants. Our team seamlessly blends local and
immigrant people who can provide training in a wide
variety of languages from a broad spectrum of cultures.
While some people spread fear and hate, we are proud to be
among those who are finding ways to share peace and
prosperity through the medium of entrepreneurship.

Greetings from Mia Sage

The movement course on Ibiza with Jerry Karzen provided
wonderful benefits to everyone who attended. Rarely do people get
the opportunity to lie back and listen to the wisdom of the body. Our
next foray will be a journey further into the world of touch and
human contact. By the time you get this newsletter I will be
completing the Oriental Express—the Bangkok/Koh Samui/Hong
Kong winter tour with the Sage Team. Together we are learning
more advanced forms of Thai Massage. And we are creating our
own gentler version of this sacred art. From my perspective, touch
and movement form the core of human connection.
It is our tradition to spend winters in warm, beautiful places.
Thailand stays with me more than any other destination. Nowhere
else do we spend long, languorous hours learning how to unwind the
tensions and pressures that build up in our bodies. The loving Thai
culture and the deep touch uproot aches and pains that go with the
practice of serving others.
Next year we also plan to explore innovative, playful forms of
yoga and partner movements. If touch and movement fit into your
way of living, be sure to watch the calendar for upcoming events.

Long Term Projects
Everyone at Sage completes projects. That is how
our learning system is designed. Some projects are
simple and brief. Others require years of contemplation,
planning, and execution. Next year an unprecedented
number of people will complete entrepreneurial projects
that will change the way people live, work, and play
together.
We are equally proud of those who conduct their
projects independently and those who are working
closely with Sage University. All of you are
transforming the world through innovative approaches
to education, business, and lifestyle. We are gratified by
your initiative.
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Geisha School – Koh Samui
(December 07.-10.)

Enchantment

Serenity brings a woman to a feeling of deep calm. As her
body releases pent up anxiety and anger, her sweet feminine
nature emerges. Her peaceful aura soothes men and brings out
their strong, protective qualities.
In these tumultuous times women often lose touch with that
wise, sweet side of their nature. Too many succumb to the
hectic pace of living, to the demands of raising a family, or to
the stress of earning a living.
Geisha School is a light, sweet experience that brings
women together for celebration of the womanly arts. If you are
ready to enter a new dimension of love and respect with great
men, we invite you to participate with us for four days of
delightful dialogue and exploration of the feminine mystique.

(December 28.-31.)
When you can hear the music in the stones and sense the
sweet nothingness behind reality, you can live your life in a
magical world. Your eyes shine and your body glows with calm
excitement, because you are connected to the rhythm and pulse of
nature.
Few people are in tune with the miracle of life. Too many
people feel stressed or empty. They are choking on all the jangled
signals that vie for their precious attention. Fortunately, you can
easily restore your true nature. Join us just after Christmas on
Ibiza to celebrate the ancient, sacred celebration of nature.
Enchantment is a 4-day supernatural journey that will restore
your sense of wonder. We will explore elements of shamanism
together with physics so you can perceive the metaphysics that
give rise to our existence. In addition we will practice brief,
loving guided meditations to awaken your higher intelligence. As
your senses come alive you will rediscover the pleasure of loving
energy that you enjoyed as a small child.

Self-Actualization
(January 02.-08.)

As your authentic self, you are capable of great achievements.
The radiant curiosity you emanated as a child is the most accurate
reflection of your true nature. Self- Actualization is an exciting
seven-day event designed to restore the sweetness and simplicity of
your essence. When you are ready to stop your world, this highly
intensive event provides the radical honesty and sweetness you need
to find your new life.
This is the most profound, profane event you will ever
experience. By attending this uncompromising workshop you will
have an opportunity to challenge your values and assumptions, and
to profoundly alter your perceptions. The spontaneous fulfillment of
your desires will enable you to renew the joy of living.
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Partnership

(January 09.-10.)
Whenever two or more people form a bond, they begin a primal dance to establish domains of domination.
Who is in charge of whom? What are the rules of engagement when conflicting views come together for
mutual benefit? Few acorns grow into Oak trees, and few partnerships blossom into strong, healthy
connections. We have all had our share of failures. The Partnership course is designed to reduce the drag
coefficient between people who have the courage to break new ground in the struggle for superior levels of
cooperation. This dynamic weekend follows Self-Actualization, so many of the participants will be already
exploring human dynamics from a whole new perspective. If you want to be part of this research and
exploration, we welcome you to join us on Ibiza for the early days of the new year.

How to Talk to Women Instructor Class
(January 12.-14.)

This is one of those courses that you have to apply for well in advance. We are creating an entirely new
dimension of feminine communication, so participants and instructors must work closely together to create a
new language that conveys the contributions of the feminine spirit to business and pleasure. If you think this
course might be a fit, please E-mail us to learn more at info@sageuniversity.com.

The Man-Woman Game - Online
(February 02.-07.)

Intimacy between men and women provides great comfort and happiness to both. We all long to bask in
the security and serenity of a good relationship. The Man-Woman Game shows you how to communicate
your needs and desires to the opposite sex.
Too many people live alone or lonely. Even married folks often live in different worlds, even in the same
house. Sometimes it really does seem as if men and women come from different planets. Something needs to
change.
Partnership requires a set of skills that they don’t teach in traditional schools. But at Sage University we
specialize in communication—especially regarding the connection between men and women.
This course will change your private life. But it is also ideal for business leaders, and for professional
coaches and trainers that serve them. You can use the skills you learn here to develop your own
communication training programs as well.

The Feminine Community - Maui
(February 25.-28.)

The island of Maui represents the deepest, sweetest aspect of feminine love. That is why Mia Sage chose
this magical location for her 4-day exploration into the power of women in community.
Women rarely find a venue to explore the possibilities inherent in community. Men learn to cooperate by
playing on sports teams from an early age. The subtle skills they learn on the playing field give them a big
advantage in business. Few women ever learn to play together at such a productive level. Too many women
fall into the habit of taking each other down.
Our women trainers are masters of harmonious play. They can spot your strengths and weaknesses, and
provide the information and feedback you need to connect with women in a warmer, deeper, sweeter way.
There is only one person powerful enough to change your life and your career. You are that person. But you
can’t do it alone. That is why you might want to spend a few days in Hawaii by attending this exquisite
feminine experience.
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December 2015
Special Events
Seminars
Women Only
Sage University 5-day modules
Sage University 6-day modules
Monday

Online Seminars

Tuesday
30

Wednesday
1

Thursday
2

Friday
3

Saturday

Sunday

4

5

Trainer Training - Ibiza (5-Day)

7

6
Millionaire T…Ibiza (5-Day)

8

9

10

11

Millionaire Training - Ibiza (5-Day)

12

13

Metamorphosis II - Online

Geisha School - Thailand

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

26

27

2

3

Innovation & Entrepreneurship - Hong Kong

21

22

23

24

25

28

29

30

31

1

Enchantment - Ibiza

Self-Actualization - Ibiza
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January 2016
Special Events
Seminars
Women Only
Sage University 5-day modules
Sage University 6-day modules
Monday

Online Seminars

Tuesday
28

Wednesday
29

Thursday
30

Friday
31

Saturday

Sunday

1

Enchantment - Ibiza

2

3

9

10

16

17

Self-Actualization - Ibiza

4

5

6

7

8

Self-Actualization - Ibiza

Partnership - Ibiza

11

12

13

14

15

How to Talk to Women Instructor Class - Ibiza

Metamorphosis III - Online

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31
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February 2016
Special Events
Seminars
Women Only
Sage University 5-day modules
Sage University 6-day modules
Monday

Online Seminars

Tuesday

Wednesday

1

Thursday

2

Friday

Saturday

3

4

5

10

11

12

Sunday
6

7

13

14

The Man-Woman Game - Online (6-Day)

8

9

Metamorphosis IV - Online

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

25

26

27

28

4

5

6

Coaching for Leaders - Ibiza (5-Day)

22

23

24

The Feminine Community - Maui

29

1

2

3
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March 2016
Special Events
Seminars
Women Only
Sage University 5-day modules
Sage University 6-day modules
Monday

Online Seminars

Tuesday
29

Wednesday

Thursday

1

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

16

17

18

19

20

Getting to Yes - Ibiza (6-Day)

7

8
Geisha Retreat - Bora Bora

14

15

What to Do with Your Life - Online

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

1

2

3
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